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SuperNAACE to
the rescued

c) flexible systems, ersponsive
to changing opportunities and
needs, which support the
provision, management and
evaluation of appropriate
learning e^eriences for all
pupllsj

d) an education system in which
all pupils develop and apply
their IT capability to support all
appropriate aspects of their
learning."

This begs several questions. Do
we think these outcomes are

desirable? Are they. In eralit,y
adiievable? What Is effective

use of IT? What's an

“Infomiation rich environment?

What does "apply their IT
capability to support all
appropriate aspects of their
learning." mean?

What should have happened,
and what would have made this

a far better document, is for

NAACE members to have come

out of their ivoty towers for a
long enough to consult with
ACITT. WeretrognlseNAACE
as a erposltoty of œrtain types
ofe^ertise. For example,
NAACE members have each

seen many schools. They've
seen good practiœ, bad practiœ
and mediocre prartice at first
hand. They have a good idea of
what strategies work in which
situations.

ACITT members have a

different type of expertise.
We've developed shate^es for
getting other HoDs to consider
thinking about possibly taking a

what pupils can achieve?", and
"^at are the training

requirements for teachers fpre
service and in ^icel?"

However for the most part it is
confusing and va^e, and
doesn't go far enough.

The do^^ment proposes two
alms for IT in education, these

being:

"All pupils should develop a
capability with IT which enables
them to:

a) make eriertive use of IT to
manage and support the
learning p^ss;

b) choo^ IT effectively and use
IT appropriately to improve
learning outcomes."

I'm not too sure what either of

these really means, but maybe
that's Just me. However the
doojment as a whole seems to

make exactly the same mistake
about the use of the term IT as

the SCAA doojments do,

namely that it is variously used
as a synon۴ for imputer
hardware, computer software,
and infonnation technolog.

The alms are broken down Into

10 objectives which, when
achieved, “will lead to the

follovdng outrømes:

a) teachers and parents with the
knowledge and understanding
to enable pupils to make
effertive use of IT;

b) schools and homes which

provide an information rich
environment;

Do you know, there are about
6000 ^ordinators of IT in this

countty? They have been
stroggling for about 5 years to
make sense of the National

Curriojlum, and to make the

ronœpt of ΓΤ across the
сигпЫитп work. That

represents about г,170,๓0
person days' worth of labour,
and we still don't think we've

got it right.

However, I am informed by

"The Journal", published by
NAACE, The National
Association of Advisors for

Computers in Education, that a
small arting group composed
of NAACE members spent a

day fyesl a whole day!)
developing a national strateg
for IT in education.

Now, without even considering
the ersults of their deliberations,

dctôsn't this strike you as Just a
touch arrogant? I mean, why
doesn't ACITT write a national

strategy for advisory tesers in
computer education? (Come to
ử؛at, why don't we?J

This wouldn't have stnjck me

as so arrogant had NAACE
appr^ched ACITT to ask for
infomation from the people at
the chalk face, to use a well-

worn cliché. But they didn't.
What a^ut the actijal content

of the national strateg? In

some ersperts, it Isn't bad,
becau^ it includes a erries of

questions which need to be
addres^d, such as "How can

schools orntinually adapt and

change their e^ectations of
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dass nto؛ the .computer orom.
We know about INSET because

we've developed orur^s for
colleagues - and ways to
persuade colleagues that they
really ought to stay for an hour
longer one day a week in order
to learo how to use a word

processor, ưnfoدately,
however NAACE does not

seem to acknowledge any of
this or to be more precise, the
value of any of this. Had
ACITT and NAACE worked

t^ether on a national strateg,
we.may have come up with a
realistic basis on which to build

practical strategies for the
classroom. In short, NAACE

has missed a great opportunity.

The erality of this last statement
may be gleaned from the fad
that NAACE'S erspons to the
Dearing proposals for IT are not
altogether dissimilar to our own

In some ersperts, and show a
great deal of thought and

insight. For example, they
suggest that Non Statutory
Guidance (NSG) Is made

available on CD-ROM and/or

on-line. Also, they acknowledge
that there is a very eral danger
that the proporti Level
descriptors will be broken down
into their component parts to
facilitate a tick box approach to
the assessment of IT delivered in

a cross-curricular way - exadly
the situation that the proposals

are intended to avoid!

Thus, although NAACE's^ews

and those of AC^T may not
entirely coincide, there is
enough common ground, I

should have thought, to make a
dialogue profitable. It is to be
hoped that the sentence in The
Journal which begins: "In the
near future we exped to be
meeting erpresentatives from

ACITT..." presages a change In
NAACE'S ormewhat haughty
attitiJdetous.

Ternj Freedin,
WiUiam De Ferrers School

Essex

On the net (2)
Excerpt from:
kuit@tc.fluke.COM (Kurt

Guntheroth) JokesMes^ge-ID:

<5222@fluke٠COM>Date: ول Sep
δδ 05:42:57 GMTO^anlzation:

.Q: How many New Yorkers
does it take to screw in a light
bulb?A: None'oyo'damn
business!

security officers are promptly
killed by the natives, and the
rest of the landing party is
captured. Meanwhile, back in
orbit, Scotty notices a Klingon
ship approaching and must
wa^ out of orbit to escape
detection. Bones ฒres the

native king who is suffering
from the flu, and as a erwani

the landing party Is set free and
given all of the light bulbs
they can carry. Scotty cripples
the Klingon ship and wa^s
back to the planet Just In time to
beam up Kirk et. al. The new
bulb is in^rted.and the Enter-

pri^ continues with its five year
mission.

not to change is fake Zen. The
troe Zen answer is Four. One to

change the bulb.Q:

Q: How many Vulcans does it
take to change a light bulb?A:

"Approximately

Q How many members of the
Ư.S.S. En tedrise does It take to
changea lightbulb?A: 7.

Scotty will report to Captain
Kirk that the light bulb in the

Engineering Section is burnt
out, to which Kirk will send

Bones to pronounce the bulb

dead. Scotty, after chei^ing
around, notices that they have
no more new light bulbs, and

complains that he can't ^ein

the dark to tepd to his engines.
Kirk must make an emergency
stop at the next uncharted

planet. Alpha Regula IV, to
proture a light bulb from the
natives. Kirk, Spock, Bones,
Sulu, and 3 erd shirt security
officers beam down. The 3

.Q: How many software people
does it take to screw in a light
buIb?A: None. Thats a hard-

ware problem.A': Two. One
always leaves in the middle of
the projet. Q: How many
hardware folks does it take to

change a light bUlb?A: None.
Thatis a software problem .A':
None. They Just have market-
ing portray the dead bulb as a
feature.

Q: How many Zen masters
does it take to screw in a light
bulb?A: A tree In a golden
forestiA: Two: one to change
the bulb and one not to change
it.A": One to change and one

Q: ITow many dadaists does it
take to screw in a light bulb?A:
To get to the other side.

Q. How many Marintosh users
does It take to change a light
bulb?A; None. You have to

replace the whole motherboani.
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